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HAMSAB diet ameliorates dysfunctional
signaling in pancreatic
islets in autoimmune diabetes

Valerie Vandenbempt,1 Sema Elif Eski,2 Manoja K. Brahma,1 Ao Li,1 Javier Negueruela,1 Ylke Bruggeman,3

Stéphane Demine,1 Peng Xiao,4 Alessandra K. Cardozo,4 Nicolas Baeyens,5 Luciano G. Martelotto,6

Sumeet Pal Singh,2 Eliana Mariño,7,8 Conny Gysemans,3 and Esteban N. Gurzov1,9,10,*
SUMMARY

An altered gutmicrobiota is associatedwith type 1 diabetes (T1D), affecting the production of short-chain
fatty acids (SCFA) and glucose homeostasis. We previously demonstrated that enhancing serum acetate
and butyrate using a dietary supplement (HAMSAB) improved glycemia in non-obese diabetic (NOD)mice
and patients with established T1D. The effects of SCFA on immune-infiltrated islet cells remain to be clar-
ified. Here, weperformed single-cell RNA sequencing on islet cells fromNODmice fed anHAMSABor con-
trol diet. HAMSAB induced a regulatory gene expression profile in pancreas-infiltrated immune cells.
Moreover, HAMSAB maintained the expression of b-cell functional genes and decreased cellular stress.
HAMSAB-fedmice showed preserved pancreatic endocrine cell identity, evaluated by decreased numbers
of poly-hormonal cells. Finally, SCFA increased insulin levels in human b-like cells and improved transplan-
tation outcome in NOD/SCID mice. Our findings support the use of metabolite-based diet as attractive
approach to improve glucose control in T1D.

INTRODUCTION

Type 1 diabetes (T1D) is an autoimmune disease caused by T cell mediated destruction of insulin-producing b cells in the pancreatic islets

of Langerhans.1 Short-chain fatty acids (SCFAs), like acetate, propionate and butyrate, are products of bacterial fermentation and have

many anti-inflammatory, anti-microbial, and pro-metabolic properties.2 Several studies using highly sensitive multi-omics technologies

have detected significant changes in the gut microbiota, leading to reduced serum SCFAs concentrations associated with clinical dis-

ease.3–6 The pathogenesis of T1D is linked to dysbiosis, characterized by dysregulated production of microbial metabolites.6,7 We have

recently shown in germ-free mice that autoimmune diabetes development was linked to gut microbial defects, including the ability to pro-

duce SCFAs.8

Diet is one of the main factors that affects microbiota-host interactions resulting in metabolite changes, which can be found in T1D.9,10 The

use of crude dietary fiber does not allow the assessment of specific SCFAs in the mechanism of action of autoimmune diabetes. Thus, we have

developed a specialized diet that after bacterial fermentation in the colon releases large amounts of acetate and butyrate.8 The acetylated and

butyrylated, high-amylose,maize-resistant starch (HAMSAB) diet provides advantages over oral administration of SCFAs, which does notmodel

their absorption from the colon through bacterial fermentation of dietary fiber. Importantly, HAMSAB prevented T1D development in the non-

obese diabetic (NOD) mouse model.8 This SCFA-mediated autoimmune diabetes protection occurred via complementary pathways – by ex-

panding regulatory (Treg) T cells (butyrate dependent) and diminishing frequencies of pathogenic B cells, CD4+, and CD8+ T cells (acetate

dependent). Remarkably, the human trial with HAMSAB in patients with established T1D replicated some of the same encouraging findings

in the preclinical mouse model. Indeed, changes in microbiota composition and function (metagenomics) were correlated with improved

glycemic control.6 Furthermore, an enhancedTregprofile, reduced co-stimulatoryCD86 expression in B cells and other antigen-presenting cells
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were observed. Collectively, HAMSAB elicited personalized phenotypic immune changes in the blood, indicative of increased immune toler-

ance.6 This finding underscored the therapeutic potential of the HAMSAB supplement.

Our preclinical and clinical studies have shownHAMSAB to be a potentmodulator of the immune system. SCFAs reduce the destruction of

insulin-producing b cells and inhibit or ameliorate disease progression.11,12 Several studies have also investigated the beneficial effects of

SCFAs in pancreatic human and rodent b cells and islets in vitro.13–16 However, the role of acetate and butyrate in endocrine cells is still un-

clear. No previous studies have assessed in vivo gene expression changes induced by SCFAs in immune-infiltrated pancreatic islets.

Here, we assessed the effects of a short administration of HAMSAB diet in our NOD colony.8 Additionally, using a highly diabetogenic

protein-based rodent diet (NIH-31M), we demonstrated that HAMSAB supplementation had significant effects on immune-infiltrated islet

cells. HAMSAB reduced stress response gene expression and maintained gene expression of functional islet endocrine cells, contributing

to the protective effect of HAMSAB on diabetes development. Our findings highlight immune and endocrine cell pathways that may under-

line autoimmune diabetes. Furthermore, our results support the potential of a dietary approach based on SCFA to improve glucose control

in T1D.
RESULTS

Short-term administration of acetylated and butyrylated starch trends to reduce autoimmune diabetes incidence in non-

obese diabetic (NOD) mice

We aimed to perform single-cell RNA sequencing analysis of immune-infiltrated pancreatic islet cells. To perform islet isolation before b-cell

destruction and diabetes onset in the control mice, we altered the original 10-week protocol8 for a shorter 5-week HAMSAB/HAMS feeding

regimen. First, we assessed whether HAMSAB supplementation exerted protective effects on autoimmune diabetes development with a nat-

ural ingredientdiet (NIH-31M).Given that theNIH-31Mdiet is known tobehighly diabetogenic inNODmice (TaconicBiosciences), 5-week-old

femaleNODmicewere fed for 5 weekswith a blended/mixedHAMSABorHAMSwithNIH-31M, insteadof the previously usedpurified formu-

lation (AIN-93G).8 As expected, theHAMSABdiet reduceddiabetes incidence in 6/13 femaleNODmice compared to 11/14 femaleNODmice

fedwith theHAMS control diet (Figure 1A), in line with previous observations.8 Interestingly, individual blood glucosemeasurements revealed

unusual oscillatory glucose concentrations in HAMSAB-fed mice, suggesting that HAMSAB supplementation may help pancreatic b cells in

resisting immune attack (Figure 1B). After 5 weeks of HAMSAB diet administration, female NOD mice had a similar body weight to control

diet and HAMS diet mice (Figure 1C). Additionally, no differences were observed in lean/fat mass body composition (Figure 1D).

We found that a greater number of mice fedHAMSABdiet were protected fromdiabetes, compared to control HAMSdietmice. However,

contrary to previous findings, HAMSABwhenmixedwithNIH-31Mdiet did not significantly delay global insulitis development after 5 weeks of

feeding (Figure 1E). Insulin levels measured at this early time point had a trend to increase in HAMSAB-fed mice, albeit not significantly (Fig-

ure 1F). HAMSAB treatment showed similar trends despite the strength of the diabetogenic dietary component.

Next, we aimed todeterminewhether the protective effects of theHAMSABdietwere attributed to changes in diversity andgene expression

in early immune-infiltrated pancreatic islets. We therefore performed single-cell RNA sequencing in isolated islets to assess further changes in

transcription and translation in islets that could explain the differences between HAMSAB- and HAMS-fed mice. Wemapped the gene expres-

sion profiles of 4,750 and 4,117 individual islet cells fromHAMSAB- orHAMS-fedmice, respectively, with a similar nCount/nFeature after normal-

ization (Figure S1A). The stage selected for analysis corresponded to a progressive increase in intra-islet leukocyte infiltration. It also represents a

time when immune infiltration is prominent in most islets, without dysglycemia.17,18 We identified the major immune and endocrine cell pop-

ulations (Figure 1G) by PCA and graph-based clustering, using Shared Nearest Neighbor (SNN). Cell identity was assigned in a supervised

manner, based on hallmark gene expression in different cell populations (Figure 1H).18

The highest intra-islet infiltrate was represented by T cells, B cells, and classical dendritic cells (cDCs), in line with a previous report.18 Inter-

estingly, cDCs frequencies were higher in islets fromHAMS compared to HAMSAB islet cells (31 vs. 18% respectively, Figure 1I) similar to what

was observed in our phase 1 study in patients with established type 1 diabetes.6 The HAMSAB-fed mice showed a slightly higher percentage

of endocrine cells (47.4% vs. 42.6%) in islets. Remarkably, the distribution was different between cell types: 28% and 25% in b cells (Ins1, Ins2),

14% and 6% in a cells (Gcg), 5% and 10% in d cells (Sst) and 0.4% and 1.6% in PP cells (Ppy) in HAMSABandHAMS islets, respectively (Figure 1I).

The free fatty acid receptors were differentially expressed in the cell populations (Figure S1B). From the different cell populations, T cells, B

cells, and a small percentage of cDCs demonstrated proliferation signature markers for G2/M and S cell cycle phases (Figure 1J). No differ-

ence was observed in total cell proliferation signatures between the diets (data not shown).

We compared our dataset with a single-cell RNA sequencing performed on FACS-enriched infiltrated immune cells in the islets of NOD

mice at 4, 8, and 15 weeks of age.18 Immune and endocrine populations (Macrophages, T cells, B cells, cDC, pDC, b cells, a cells and d cells)

were identified according to identity genes (Figures 2A and 2B). As expected, a higher number of immune cells and lower number of endo-

crine cells were observed due to FACS-enrichment, compared to the HAMS/HAMSAB islet cells (Figure 2C). Four subtypes of T cells were

found after integration (Figure 2D). Identity genes identified CD4 T cells (Cd4), CD8 T cells (Cd8a, Klrc1, Gzmk), Natural killer cells (Eomes)

and Natural killer T cells (Cd3e, Trac) (Figure 2E). The validation of the different subpopulations is relevant for the subsequent comparison

betweenHAMSAB andHAMS islet cells. To assess possible interactions among immune and endocrine cells, cell-to-cell communication anal-

ysis was performedbased on connecting receptors and ligands databases byCellPhoneDB.19 Interestingly, a reduced expression of receptor-

ligands was observed in immune-endocrine cells associated with diabetes development and immune system modulation in the HAMSAB

compared to HAMS control islets (Figure 2F). We observed reduced ligand-receptor expression of adrenomedullin (Adm), which binds to

receptor activity-modifying proteins 3 (Ramp3) and has been linked to b-cell dysfunction.20,21 Consistent with HAMS islet cells, bone
2 iScience 27, 108694, January 19, 2024



Figure 1. Short-term HAMSAB-feeding trends to reduce diabetes in NOD mice and single-cell RNA sequencing reveals different numbers of immune

islet infiltration in HAMSAB and HAMS control islets

(A) Incidence of autoimmune diabetes development in female NOD mice fed HAMS diet (n = 14) or HAMSAB diet (n = 13) for 5 weeks.

(B) Individual glycemia of HAMSAB- and HAMS-fed mice (n = 13–14).

(C) 5-week-old NOD female mice were fed with HAMSAB or HAMS diet for 5 weeks and body weights were determined (n = 5).

(D) Body composition (fat mass, lean mass, and water) was determined 5 weeks after feeding (n = 5).

(E) Microscopy (left) of islets from female NOD mice fed HAMS or HAMSAB diet, and insulitis score (right). Scale bar: 50mm. Data is representative of two

independent experiments (40–70 islets were scored per experiment).

(F) Insulin levels were assessed by ELISA (n = 8).

(G) Islets from NOD mice fed the HAMS or HAMSAB diet were harvested and subjected to single-cell RNA sequencing analysis (n = 4). The identity genes were

used to annotate the cell populations of immune and endocrine cell populations.

(H) UMAP of the detected populations after doublet removal.

(I) The percentages of the cell populations are shown in a pie chart for HAMS- and HAMSAB-fed mice.

(J) Proliferation markers were used to score all single cells for the G1, G2M or S phase. Data are presented as mean G standard error of the mean (SEM).
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Figure 2. Dataset integration confirms islet cell populations in NOD mice and cell-to-cell communication suggests reduced immune-endocrine cell

interaction in HAMSAB compared to HAMS

(A) Integrated UMAP of immune and endocrine cells in NOD mice at different ages.

(B) Dot plot showing cell annotation of the integrated dataset.

(C) Dimension reduction UMAP of the different biological conditions.

(D) T cells exhibit 4 subpopulations.

(E) T cell subtypes are identified with key markers for natural killer T cells (Cd3e, Trac), CD8+ cells (Cd8a, Klrc1, Gzmk), natural killer cells (Eomes) and CD4+ cells

(Cd4, Cd3e, Trac).

(F) Cell-to-cell communication calculated by CellPhoneDB in HAMSAB and HAMS islet cells.
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Figure 3. The HAMSAB diet induces a regulatory profile in T cells and cDCs in the pancreas of NOD mice

(A) UMAP dimension reduction analysis of T cells showing three populations.

(B) Bar chart indicating the percentage of the cells within the clusters in HAMSAB and HAMS islets.

(C) Top genes modulated in each cluster are indicated.

(D) Dot plot showing cell annotation of CD4+ T cells (Cd4, Tnfsf8), CD8+ T cells (Cd8a, Klrc1) and proliferation markers (Top2a, Mki67, Pcna and Atad2) in the

different sets.

(E) Volcano plot of differentially expressed genes in T cells in HAMSAB and HAMS islets.

(F) UMAP of proliferating T cells.

(G) Fraction of proliferating T cells in HAMS and HAMSAB islets are shown in the bar chart.

(H) Upregulated and downregulated GSEA pathway analysis of the differentially expressed genes between HAMSAB and HAMS diet in T cells.

(I) Frequency of islet Foxp3+CD4+ T cells from 30-week-old female NOD mice fed HAMSAB, HAMS or NIH control diets.

(J) Frequency of islet Naive, Memory or Effector CD8+ T cells from 30-week-old female NOD mice fed HAMSAB, HAMS or NIH control diets.

(K) Two sets were found for cDC shown in a UMAP dimension reduction analysis.

(L) Bar chart indicating the percentages of each cluster present in the different diets.

(M) Top genes for each cluster represented as dot plot. N. UMAP of proliferating cDC cells.

(O) Fraction of proliferating cDC cells in HAMS and HAMSAB islets are shown in the bar chart.

(P) Volcano plot of differentially expressed genes in cDCs in HAMSAB and HAMS islets.

(Q) GSEA analysis of differentially expressed genes in cDCs. Data are presented as mean G standard error of the mean (SEM).
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morphogenetic protein (BMP) signaling is upregulated in b cells by pro-inflammatory cytokines and negatively regulates b-cell function and

growth.22 In summary, from the early stage of the autoimmune process, islets harbor a range of various infiltrating immune cells, which can be

affected by the administration of the HAMSAB dietary treatment.

Single-cell RNA sequencing analysis shows a regulatory immune cell profile in HAMSAB-fed NOD mice

Next, we performed unsupervised re-clustering and found three distinctive subpopulations of T cells from both groups: T cell-1, T cell-2 and

T cell-3 (Figures 3A–3C, S2A, and S2B). HAMSAB islet cells showed a higher percentage of T cell-2 (47% for HAMSAB and 37% for HAMS),

while in HAMS T cell-1 prevailed (47% for HAMSAB vs. 55% for HAMS) (Figure 3B). Gene annotation of T cell populations identified CD4+

T cells mainly present in T cell-2 and CD8+ T cells present in T cell-1 (Figures 3D and S2C). Gene expression analysis of T cells showed

increased regulatory genes (JunB, Rel, Nfkb1, Malat1) in islets from HAMSAB-fed mice (Figure 3E). Additionally, T cell-1 presented higher

proliferative signatures compared to T cell-2 and T cell-3 (S/G2/M phases, Figures 3F and 3G), which were predominant in islets from

HAMS-fed mice (67% vs. 59% in HAMSAB islets).

We did not observe significant differences in CD4+Foxp3+ T cell frequencies in HAMSABwhole pancreas compared to controls, which was

analyzed by FACS at the end of the observation period (30-week, Figure 3I). Thus, we investigated CD4+ T cell subtypes and gene expression

in infiltrated islets from the different diets. CD4+ T cells were divided into four subpopulations (Figure S2D) expressing markers of different

activation states (Lef1, Ptma, Ccr7, Foxp3, etc. Figure S2E). The regulatory population was mainly grouped in Cd4-2, expressing Foxp3 and

Il10,with a slightly higher percentage in HAMSAB-islets (30% vs. 27% in HAMS control, Figure S2F). In addition, proliferatingCD4+ T cells were

mainly predominant in HAMS islets (Figures S2G–S2I). Analysis of CD8+ T cells pooled from both diets revealed two distinctive subpopula-

tions (Figure S3A). Cytotoxic Gzma+ cells were found in Cd8-2 (Figure S3B). This subtype was lower in HAMSAB islets (37% vs. 63% in HAMS

islets, Figure S3C). Interestingly, the trend was maintained 30 weeks after feeding, when islet immune cells were analyzed by FACS-sorting in

NOD mice fed HAMSAB or control diets (Figure 3J). No differences were observed in CD8+ T cell proliferation (Figures S3D–S3F). Pathway

analysis performed on the differentially expressed T cell genes demonstrated a significant increase in regulation of immune response,

apoptotic process, defense response, response to cytokines, transcription, mRNA, and translation in HAMSAB islets (Figures 3H and S4).

cDCs are indispensable for diabetes initiation, but also important for both central and peripheral tolerance.23 cDCs were present as two

major subpopulations (Figures 3K–3M and S5A–S5D), which were equally distributed in islets fromHAMSAB- and HAMS-fedmice (Figure 3L).

Proliferation of cDCs was not different between diets (Figures 3N and 3O). Stat1, a key IFN-g–induced inflammatory marker,24 was upregu-

lated in islets fromHAMS-fedmice (Figure 3P). On the other hand, the tolerogenic genesMalat1, JunD andNfkbia were upregulated in islets

from HAMSAB-fed mice (Figure 3P). Plasmacytoid dendritic cells (pDCs) were a minority of the cell population, allocated into two clusters

(Figures S5E–S5J). Pathway analysis showed upregulation of cell differentiation, developmental process, immune response, translation,

GTPase activator/regulator activity (cDC) and translation, and immune/cytokine receptor activity (pDC) among the differentially expressed

genes in islets from HAMSAB- compared to HAMS-fed mice (Figures 3Q, S6, and S7).

We identified three subtypes of B cells with a similar percentage distribution in islets from both diets (Figures 4A–4D and S8A). Pax5 and

Cxcr4 were upregulated in HAMSAB islets (Figures 4E and S8B). Cycling B cells represented half of the population and the percentages were

not different between the two groups (Figures 4F and 4G). Pathway analysis showed peptide and amide metabolic process, (cytosolic) ribo-

some and structuralmolecular activity, RNAbinding, protein containing complex organization and cell death, Th17/IL-17 signaling, type 1 dia-

betes, MHC class II protein complex binding in the differentially modified populations in HAMSAB and HAMS islets (Figures 4H and S8C).

Single-cell RNA sequencing analysis ofmacrophages revealed two distinct subpopulations in HAMSAB andHAMS islets: Mac-1 andMac-2

(Figures 4I–4L and S9A). The inflammatory markers Cxcl9, Sod2, Ccl5 and Tapbp, indicative of activated macrophages, were upregulated in

Mac-1 (Figures 4K and S9B). HAMSAB had a higher percentage of this population (60% vs. 39% in HAMS islets, Figure 4J). On the other hand,

Mac-2 was predominant in HAMS islets and containedMHC-I (H2-M2, H2-K1) andMHC-II (H2-Eb1, H2-Aa, H2-D1) molecules (Figure 4K). The
6 iScience 27, 108694, January 19, 2024



Figure 4. The HAMSAB diet affects gene transcription of B cells and macrophages in the pancreas of NOD mice

(A) Dimension reduction analysis of B cells showed three populations.

(B) There is no difference observed in the abundance of the subclusters compared in both diets.

(C) Top genes modulated in each cluster are indicated in a dot plot.

(D) Dot plot with markers genes for B cells (top) and proliferation markers (bottom) are shown in the different populations.

(E) Volcano plot of differentially expressed genes in B cells in HAMSAB and HAMS islets.

(F) UMAP of B cell proliferating cells.
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Figure 4. Continued

(G) Fraction of proliferating B cells in HAMS and HAMSAB islets are shown in the bar chart.

(H) GSEA pathway analysis of the differentially expressed genes between HAMSAB and HAMS diet in B cells.

(I) Two main clusters are found in macrophages.

(J) Bar chart indicating the percentage of cells within the clusters in HAMSAB and HAMS islets.

(K) The top genes modulated in each cluster are indicated in a dot plot.

(L) Gene markers for macrophages in the UMAP graph.

(M) Volcano plot of differentially expressed genes in macrophages in HAMSAB and HAMS islets.

(N) GSEA pathway analysis of the differentially expressed genes between HAMSAB and HAMS diet in macrophages.
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proliferation percentage of isletmacrophages was similar betweenHAMSAB andHAMS islets (Figures S9C and S9D). Pim1,Nfkbia,Mxd1 and

Egr3 were upregulated in HAMSAB islets, and Fos, Egr1, Arf3 in HAMS islets (Figure 4M). Pathway analysis indicated response to molecular

functions, response to cytokines, immune and defense response, Th17/IL-17 signaling, type 1 diabetes and MHC class II protein complex

binding among the differentially modified clusters in HAMSAB and HAMS islets (Figures 4N and S9E).

Single-cell RNA sequencing analysis shows reduced stress markers and increased functional gene expression in endocrine

cells of islets from HAMSAB-fed mice

Next, we focused our study on endocrine (b, a, d, PP) cells. Pancreatic b cells presented two distinctive populations with nomajor differences in

percentage between the two diet groups (Figures 5A–5C and S10A). Importantly, key functional b-cell genes (Ins1, Iapp, G6pc2, Prlr, Ssr3)

were increased in islets from HAMSAB-fed mice (Figure 5D). Conversely, stress response genes (Fos, Impact, Stat1, Dusp1, Hsp40/Dnajb1)

were upregulated in the HAMS islets (Figure 5D). In line with these findings, butyrate decreased cytokine-induced cell death in mouse primary

islet cells (Figure 5E) and c-Fos and caspase-3 activation in INS-1E b cells (Figure 5F). Pathway analysis showed upregulated endoplasmic re-

ticulum, signaling receptor binding, molecular function activator activity, hormone transport, Golgi-to-ER retrograde transport and unfolded

protein binding among the differentially expressed genes between HAMSAB and HAMS islets (Figures 5G and 5H). These upregulated pro-

grams suggest that b cells have an increased function in HAMSAB islets.

We performed a Rank-Rank Hypergeometric Overlap (RRHO) analysis,25 comparing ranked lists of genes identified by bulk RNA

sequencing of primary b cells of T1D and control organ donors26 and our dataset (Figure 5I). Key functional genes (Ins, Iapp, Prlr, G6pc2)

were downregulated in HAMS/T1D compared to HAMSAB/control b cells (Figure 5J). In contrast, stressor genes (Fos, Impact) were upregu-

lated in T1D/HAMS b cells (Figure 5J). Pathway analysis of these up- or downregulated genes indicated that autoimmunity activates programs

of apoptosis, cellular responses to stress and induces dedifferentiation in b cells, which can be reduced by the HAMSAB diet (Figure 5K).

We performed differential expression analysis comparing gene expression in the a cells and found two sets (Figures 6A, 6B, and S10B).

a cell-2, showing the endocrine progenitor marker Mafa and poly-hormonal (glucagon/insulin) cells, was mainly present in HAMS islets,

but not in HAMSAB (Figure 6C). Moreover, functional a-cell genes (Gcg, Gpx3) were highly expressed in HAMSAB islets (Figure 6D). Confocal

microscopy confirmed the presence of poly-hormonal cells in pancreatic islets from HAMS-fed mice (Figures 6E and S10C). Pathway analysis

showed increased extracellular space, translation, and mRNA binding among the differentially expressed genes in HAMSAB compared to

HAMS islets (Figure S11A). Negative regulation of gene expression, regulation of immune system process, regulation of cell differentiation,

regulation of response stress are programs activated by autoimmunity that are decreased in a cells by the HAMSAB diet (Figure 6F).

d cells were allocated in three different sets (Figures 6G, 6H, and S11B). Like a cells, d cell-3 represented poly-hormonal (somatostatin/in-

sulin) cells and endocrine progenitor makers (Mafa, Nfix), and was mainly present in HAMS islets (Figures 6I and 6J). Pathway analysis per-

formed on differentially expressed genes between the two groups showed enrichment in translation and mRNA binding terms in d cells in

HAMSAB (Figures 6K and S11C). Similar results were observed in PP cells (Figures S12A–S12D). Interestingly, from the endocrine cells,

only PP cells showed proliferation activity (Figure S12E). Enrichment in insulin secretion and hormone activity in PP cells was also found in

HAMSAB islets compared to HAMS islets (Figure S12F). a, d, and PP cells showed higher expression of polyhormonal (Ins1, Ins2) and stress

genes (Fos) (Figures 6D, 6I, and S12D). Taken together, our data show an SCFA-dependent regulation of endocrine cell identity and function

in autoimmune-mediated inflammation.

SCFAs improve differentiation of human embryonic stem cells into b-like cells

To test whether HAMSAB increases insulin expression, we exposed in vitro INS-1E cells to SCFAs. We observed that butyrate increased

expression of b cell identity genes Nkx6.1, Pdx1, Ins1 and Ins2 (Figure 6L) and upregulated the SCFA receptors (Figure S13A) involved in in-

sulin secretion.27 Additionally, butyrate increasedNKX6.1 expression (Figure 6M) and insulin levels (Figure 6N) in human embryonic stem cells

(hESC)-differentiated b-like cells. We took advantage of the hESCmodel to study the effect of SCFAs in the differentiation transition to b-like

cells. Analysis of single-cell RNA sequencing on the last stages of H1 differentiation in b-like cells28 indicated that SCFA receptors were ex-

pressed in early b cells (stage 6) and had the highest expression in late b cells (stage 7) (Figure S13B). Thus, H1 hESCs were differentiated into

pancreatic progenitors using a seven-stage protocol based on previously published reports,29,30 with addition of acetate and butyrate from

stage 6 (Figure S13C). Remarkably, SCFAs increased the number of insulin (but not glucagon) positive b-like cells (Figure 6O).

Few but functionally positive b-like cells can presumably impact circulating C-peptide levels. We transplanted hESC-derived endocrine

aggregates into NOD/SCID female mice, which are devoid of T and B cells. At 14–16 weeks post transplantation, mice with low responder
8 iScience 27, 108694, January 19, 2024



Figure 5. HAMSAB reduces b-cell stress makers and increases functional gene expression affected by autoimmunity development

(A) Dimension reduction analysis using UMAP clustering of b cells into two subclusters.

(B) Bar chart indicating the percentage of cells within the clusters in HAMSAB and HAMS islets.

(C) Dot plot indicating the gene expression levels within the distinct clusters in HAMSAB and HAMS islets.

(D) Volcano plot of differentially expressed genes in b cells in HAMSAB and HAMS islets.
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Figure 5. Continued

(E) Cell death (%) of primary mouse islets after 24h exposure to pro-inflammatory cytokines, acetate (1mM) and/or butyrate (1mM) as indicated (n = 4).

(F)Western blot showing c-Fos (2h) and cleaved caspase-3 (24h) expression after cytokine exposure, in acetate (250mM) or butyrate (10mM) 24h pre-treated INS-1E

cells (n = 4–5).

(G) GSEA pathway analysis of the differentially expressed genes between HAMSAB and HAMS diet in b cells.

(H) Top 5 of modified KEGG and GO pathways in HAMSAB and HAMS diet in b cells.

(I) RRHO analysis in HAMSAB/HAMS and T1D/control b cells.

(J) Top 10 downregulated and upregulated genes differentially expressed in T1D/HAMS compared to control/HAMSAB b cells.

(K) GSEA pathway analysis of all overlapping differentially expressed genes in T1D/HAMS compared to control/HAMSAB b cells. Data are presented as meanG

standard error of the mean (SEM). *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001.
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aggregates (human C-peptide<30 pmol/L) were treated with acetate and butyrate in drinking water. Human C-peptide was increased in the

serum after 1 week of SCFA administration, suggesting graft improvement (Figure 6P).

DISCUSSION

Novel strategies are required tomaintain islet b-cell survival and function after new-onset T1D.1 A therapeutic diet can be a relevant and attrac-

tive approach to improveglucose homeostasis in the disease. HAMSAB releases large amounts of acetate and butyrate after bacterial fermen-

tation in the colon.6,8,31,32 We have recently shown that the HAMSAB supplement is safe and can improve glycemic control in T1D patients.6

In the present study, we demonstrated that HAMSAB impacts gene signatures related to infiltrated CD4+, CD8+ T cells, B cells, DCs and

macrophages, consistent with our previous clinical trial in patients with established T1D.6 Remarkably, changes in the composition and func-

tion of islet-infiltrated immune cells, following HAMSAB supplementation, resulted in a regulatory gene expression immune phenotype. In

keepingwith this, we observed reduced receptor-ligand expression in HAMSAB islets. This allows us to postulate reduced immune-endocrine

cell interaction associated with immune-mediated b-cell dysfunction and death. Importantly, we found a correlation in gene expression in

b cells related to dedifferentiation and stress in HAMS/HAMSAB and human T1D/control organ donors.26

HAMSAB administration decreased endocrine cell stress markers, which is consistent with previous observations.14,33 The role of SCFA on

b-cell identity in physiology/pathophysiology, however, is still controversial34,35 and no studies have reported in vivo data with cell tracers.

HAMSAB prevented the appearance of double hormonal endocrine cells in NOD mice (present data), also characteristic of type 1 diabetic

patients.36–38 This cell type may be derived from stressed b cells trans-differentiating into a cells.39 This is proposed to be a b-cell survival

mechanism to the inflammatory milieu. Yet, the functionality of these poly-hormonal cells is still unclear.39 SCFA improved insulin levels in

hESC-differentiated b-like cells in vitro in addition to human C-peptide levels when low responder aggregates were transplanted into

NOD/SCID mice. These results may be relevant for boosting the residual b-cell mass in type 1 diabetic patients (fasting C-peptide<30

pmol/L), which can be found several years after diagnosis.1,40

In conclusion, we show that HAMSAB has an anti-inflammatory action in pancreatic islets in the context of autoimmune diabetes. HAMSAB

clinical trials in children and adolescents with newly diagnosed T1D and hypertension have recently been launched in the US and Australia,

respectively (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT04114357 and Australia and New Zealand Clinical Trial Registry ACTRN12619000916145).32,41

Our findings provide evidence of the mechanisms of action of SCFAs in different endocrine and immune cell populations, which support

the use of HAMSAB for additional clinical studies in T1D.

Limitations of the study

Amajor concern is the reproducibility and translation of therapeutic approaches in preclinical models,42–44 particularly therapeutics based on

NOD mice.43 In line with previous results,8 we found reduced diabetes incidence after HAMSAB diet intervention in a small cohort of NOD

mice used for the analysis. However, we did not observe complete diabetes protection. This is probably due to the higher diabetogenic back-

bone diet used in our NOD colony. In addition, we fed the mice for 5 weeks instead of the previous 10-week protocol,8 to determine the pre-

ventive effects before diabetes onset (<12–15 weeks of age).

NOD mice start to show the peak expansion of autoreactive T and B cells consistent with the first signs of diabetes at approximately

12–15 weeks of age or onwards.7,45,46 One caveat of our study is that single-cell RNA sequencing was performed at a very early stage of

the disease in pooled islets from still normoglycemic mice (<200 mg/dL, 10 weeks of age). It is conceivable that some of these mice would

not develop diabetes, adding variability to the cell population. Nonetheless, the aim of our study was to track the earliest changes after

HAMSAB treatment ceased. HAMS control diet could delay the disease in �21% in female NOD mice. This may be related to small traces

of SCFAs coming from the fiber starch backbone, as has been shown in other studies with high fiber.47 Further single-cell RNA sequencing

of islets including different diets will add in vivomechanistic insights. These studies will aid in assessing the relevance of the acetate or buty-

rate fromHAMSAB, not only by comparisonwith theHAMS control diet.Moreover, it will be relevant to determinewhether HAMSABprovides

similar protection regardless of when or for how long the diet is administered.

STAR+METHODS

Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper and include the following:
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Figure 6. Single-cell RNA sequencing analysis shows endocrine cell identity preservation in HAMSAB islets and SCFA increase insulin levels in hESC-

differentiated b-like cells

(A) Dimension reduction by UMAP of ⍺ cells.

(B) Bar chart indicating the percentage of cells within populations in HAMSAB and HAMS islets.

(C) Dot plot showing the highest modified genes for both subtypes.

(D) Volcano plot of differentially expressed genes in ⍺ cells in HAMSAB and HAMS islets.

(E) Confocal images of the pancreas from NOD mice fed with HAMS or HAMSAB diets. Scale bar: 10mm.

(F) GSEA pathway analysis of the differentially expressed genes between HAMSAB and HAMS diet in ⍺ cells.

(G) UMAP populations of d cells.

(H) Bar chart indicating the percentage of cells within the subtypes in HAMSAB and HAMS islets.

(I) Volcano plot of differentially expressed genes in d cells in HAMSAB and HAMS islets.

(J) Dot plot showing the highest modified genes for both subtypes.

(K) GSEA pathway analysis of the differentially expressed genes between HAMSAB and HAMS diet in d cells.

(L) qPCR analysis of Nkx6.1, Pdx1, Ins1 and Ins2 gene expression in INS-1E cells treated with acetate (1mM) or butyrate (1mM) for 24h. Gapdh was used as

housekeeping gene (n = 4–6).

(M) hESC-derived aggregates were cultured with acetate (1mM) or butyrate (1mM) for 24h.Western blot was performed and the relative protein expression of the

NKX6.1 shown was quantified by dividing the intensity values against GAPDH as an internal housekeeping protein using ImageJ software (n = 2).

(N) Insulin expression in hESC-differentiated b-like cells treated with acetate (1mM) or butyrate (1mM) for 24h (n = 3).

(O) b-like cells were dispersed and fixed to measure % of positive insulin (white arrows) or glucagon cells by immunofluorescence (n = 3). Scale bar: 50mm.

(P) hESC-derived aggregates were transplanted into NOD/SCID mice as indicated. Low responder transplants were selected, and blood was collected from the

tail at 8–12, and 14–16 weeks before and after 1 week addition of acetate (200mM) and butyrate (150mM) in the drinking water. Human C-peptide values were

measured by ELISA (n = 6). Data are presented as mean G standard error of the mean (SEM). *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001.
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STAR+METHODS

KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Anti-c-Fos antibody Cell Signaling Cat# 4384, RRID:AB_2106617

Anti-Cleaved caspase-3 antibody Cell Signaling Cat# 9664

RRID:AB_2070042

Anti-NKX6.1 antibody BD biosciences Cat# 563022

RRID:AB_2737958

Anti-GAPDH antibody Trevigen Cat# 2275-PC-100

Anti-Rabbit IgG HRP Dako Cat# P0448

Anti-Mouse IgG HRP Dako Cat# P0447

Anti-Insulin antibody (cells) Dako Cat# IR002

Anti-Insulin antibody (pancreas slides) Dako Cat# A0564

Anti-Glucagon antibody Sigma-Aldrich Cat# G2654

RRID:AB_259852

Anti-Guinea pig-Alexa 488 Thermo Fisher Cat# A11073

RRID:AB_2534117

Anti-Mouse-Alexa 555 Thermo Fisher Cat# A32773

RRID:AB_2762848

Anti-CD3 Thermo Fisher Cat# 145-2C11

Anti-CD4 Thermo Fisher Cat# GK1.5

Anti-CD8a Thermo Fisher Cat# 53-6.7

Anti-CD25 Thermo Fisher Cat# PC61.5

Anti-FoxP3 Thermo Fisher Cat# FJK-16s

Anti-CD44 Thermo Fisher Cat# IM7

Anti-CD26L Thermo Fisher Cat# MEL-14

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Sodium Acetate Sigma-Aldrich Cat# S5636

Sodium Butyrate Sigma-Aldrich Cat# 303410

Mouse interferon-g PeproTech Cat# 315-05

Human Interleukin-1b R&D Systems Cat# 201-LB

Rat Interferon-g R&D Systems Cat# 585-IF

Trypsin Sigma-Aldrich Cat# T9935

DNAseI Qiagen Cat# 79254

Western blot cell lysis buffer Cell Signaling Cat# 9803S

Essential 8� Medium Gibco Cat# A1517001

Matrigel Corning Cat# 356231

Collagenase Sigma-Aldrich Cat# C2674-1G

Critical commercial assays

Chromium Next GEM Single Cell 3’ Reagent Kits v3.1 10X Genomics Cat# PN-1000121

SYTOX Green Nucleid Acid Stain Thermo Scientific Cat# S7020

Human Ultra sensitive C-peptide ELISA Mercodia Cat# 10-1141-01

Propidium Iodide Sigma-Aldrich Cat# P4170

VECTASHIELD Antifade Mounting Medium with DAPI Vector Laboratories Cat# H-1200

MycoAlert Mycoplasma Detection Kit Lonza Cat# LT07-218

(Continued on next page)
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Deposited data

Raw and analyzed data This paper GSE234704

Published code This paper https://github.com/valerievandenbempt/

HAMSAB_singlecell

Experimental models: Cell lines

Human: Embryonic Stem Cells (hESC) H1 WiCell Cat# WAe001-A

Rat: INS-1E beta cell line Dr Claes Wollheim https://doi.org/10.1210/en.2003-1099

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

Mouse: C57BL/6N Charles River Cat# 027C57BL/6

Mouse: Non-obese Diabetic (NOD) mice Mathieu et al. N/A

Mouse: NOD/Severe-Combined-Immunodeficiency Jackson Laboratory Cat# 001303

Oligonucleotides

Primers listed in Table S2 This paper N/A

Software and algorithms

Seurat (v4.1.0) R v4.2.2 https://satijalab.org/seurat/

RRID:SCR_016341

SingleCellExperiment (v1.12.0) R v4.2.2 https://bioconductor.org/packages/SingleCellExperiment/

RRID:SCR_022493

scDBIFinder (v1.4.0) R v4.2.2 https://bioconductor.org/packages/scDblFinder/

IntrinsicDimension package (v1.2.0) R v4.2.2 https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=intrinsicDimension

Cluster package (v2.1.1) R v4.2.2 https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=cluster

Rank Rank hypergeometric Overlap analysis R v4.2.2 http://www.bioconductor.org/packages/release/

bioc/html/RRHO.html

RRID:SCR_022754

Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) Broad institute https://www.gsea-msigdb.org/gsea/index.jsp

RRID:SCR_003199

Cell ranger pipeline 10X Genomics https://support.10xgenomics.com/single-cell-

gene-expression/software/pipelines/latest/

what-is-cell-ranger

RRID:SCR_017344

Prism version 9 Graphpad http://www.graphpad.com

RRID:SCR_002798

Fiji software (v2.3.0/1.53q) ImageJ https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/, 1997-2018

RRID:SCR_002285

FACSDiva software BD biosciences https://www.bdbiosciences.com/en-au/products/

software/instrument-software/bd-facsdiva-software

RRID:SCR_001456

FlowJo_v10.8.0 BD biosciences https://www.flowjo.com/solutions/flowjo

RRID:SCR_008520

NIS-Elements Confocal Software Nikon Europe B.V. https://www.microscope.healthcare.nikon.com/

products/software/nis-elements/nis-elements-confocal

RRID:SCR_014329

Other

HAMS diet This paper Table S1

HAMSAB diet This paper Table S1

Chromium Controller 10X Genomics N/A

NanoZoomer Digital Pathology Hamamatsu Photonics N/A

(Continued on next page)
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Scanning Resonant AX-R Confocal microscope Nikon Europe B.V. N/A

FACSCanto� flow cytometer BD biosciences N/A

Bio-Rad CFX96 machine Bio-Rad laboratories N/A

Amersham ImageQuant 800 Cytiva Life Science N/A
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Esteban Gurzov

(esteban.gurzov@ulb.be).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability

� Single-cell RNA sequencing data have been deposited at GEO (GSE234704) and are publicly available as of the date of publication.
� This study did not generate original code.

� Microscopy data reported in this paper and any additional information required to reanalyse the data will be shared by the lead contact

upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

Mice

NODmice were housed and inbred in the animal facility of KU Leuven (Leuven, Belgium).48 Diabetes incidence is higher in NOD females than

inmalemice,48 thus 5-week-old femaleNODmicewere used for the study. C57BL/6N andNOD/Severe-Combined-Immunodeficiency (SCID)

mice were housed and inbred in the animal facility of ULB (Brussels, Belgium). 8-10-week-old male and female C57BL/6N mice were used for

pancreatic islet isolation. 8-10-week-old female NOD/SCID mice were used for human islet-like cell transplantation. All mice were housed

under semi-barrier conditions, and animals were fed sterile food and water ad libitum. NOD mice were screened for the onset of diabetes

by evaluating glucose levels in urine (Diastix Reagent Strips; Bayer, Leverkusen, Germany) and venous blood (AccuCheck; Roche Diagnostics,

Vilvoorde, Belgium). Animals were maintained by the National Institutes of HealthGuide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, and all

experimental procedures were approved and performed following the Animal Ethics Committee of the KU Leuven (P131/2019) and the Com-

mission d’Ethique du Bien-être Animal of the ULB (reference 732N). Body weights and food intake were regularly monitored.

Cell cultures and treatments

Mouse islets were isolated according to previously published protocol30 and treated in vitrowith acetate (1mM) and/ or butyrate (1mM) for 1h

prior to a treatment of mIFN-g (1000U/mL, PeproTech, London, UK) and hIL-1b (50U/mL, R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN) for 24h. Cell death

was measured using SYTOX green (ThermoFisher Scientific, Scientific, Gibco, UK).

The insulin-producing INS-1E b-cell line was cultured as described.49 Cytokine concentration (rIFN-g 1000U/mL R&D Systems and hIL-1b

50U/mL) were selected based on previous time course and dose-response studies.29,49 Sodium acetate or sodium butyrate (Sigma-Aldrich)

were added to dose response and according to previous established concentrations.6,8,33

Human Embryonic StemCells (hESC) H1 (WiCell, Madison,WI) were cultured on plates coated withMatrigel (Corning BV, Amsterdam, the

Netherlands) in Essential 8�Medium (Life Technologies). hESCwere differentiated into insulin-producing b-like cells (aggregates) in a 30-day

protocol previously described.29,30 NOD/SCID mice were anesthetized, and hESC-differentiated aggregates were implanted under the kid-

ney capsule using a Hamilton syringe (Hamilton Bonaduz AG, Bonaduz, Switzerland). 200mMacetate and 150mMbutyrate was added in their

drinking water for one week. Circulating human C-peptide was measured in mouse plasma by ELISA (Mercodia, Uppsala, Sweden).

Cultured cells were regularly checked for mycoplasma contamination with MycoAlert� PLUS Mycoplasma Detection Kit (#LT07-705,

Lonza, Basel, Switzerland).

METHOD DETAILS

In vivo procedures

Starting at 5 weeks of age, mice were randomly divided and fed ad libitumwith two different diets (n=25-26 per dietary group): control HAMS

(15% high amylose maize starch) and HAMSAB (15% acetylated and 15% butyrylated HAMS). NIH-31M (18% from protein, 45% from carbo-

hydrate, and 6% from fat; Envigo, Indianapolis, IN) formula was used as base for preparing the supplemented diets (Table S1). Corn was
iScience 27, 108694, January 19, 2024 17
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omitted, whereas wheat and oats were reduced to accommodate SCFA inclusion. Mice were fed with the diets for 5 weeks, then returned to

the regular diet and diabetes incidence was monitored by 30 weeks of age or when reaching human endpoints. Mice were diagnosed as dia-

betic when they had glucosuria and two consecutive bloodglucosemeasurements >200mg/dL. Evaluation of body and liver lean and fatmass

was performed with EchoMRI� 3-in-1 (NMR) body composition analyser from EchoMedical Systems (Houston, TX, USA).

Single-cell RNA sequencing sample preparation

5-week-old NOD mice were fed with HAMS (n=4) or HAMSAB (n=4) diet for 5 consecutive weeks. At the age of 10 weeks, pancreatic islets

were isolated using collagenase (0.8 mg/mL, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) in Medium 199 (ThermoFisher Scientific, Gibco, UK). Histopaque-

1077 (Sigma-Aldrich) was used to isolate the islets of Langerhans from debris and other tissue structures. The islets were dispersed into single

cells using trypsin (10mL/mL, Sigma-Aldrich) and DNAseI (20mg/mL, Hofman-La Roche, Basel, Switzerland) in the dissociationmedia. Islet cells

were filtered (40mM, Corning, BV, Amsterdam, The Netherlands) to remove clusters of cells. Live pancreatic islet cells were sorted by FACS

using propidium iodide (1mg/mL, Sigma-Aldrich). After isolating and dispersing the islets, cells were pooled per condition to reach a signif-

icant cell number for further single-cell RNA sequencing analysis.

Bioinformatic analysis

The cells were loaded onto the chromium (10X Genomics, Pleasanton, CA) by the BRIGHT core facility (Brussels, Belgium), and libraries were

prepared following the Chromium Single Cell 3’ Reagent Kits User Guide. The resulting sequencing reads were aligned to the mm10 refer-

ence dataset (GRCm38) and demultiplexed usingCellRanger. For data analysis, raw counts were filtered based on the number of genes (nFea-

ture_RNA), as well as the percentage of mitochondrial genes (percent.mt). Cells with less than 100 nFeature_RNA, over 10% percent.mt, and

genes expressed in less than 2 cells were excluded from the analysis. The remaining cells were converted into a "sce" object using the

SingleCellExperiment package (v1.12.0) to facilitate doublet removal.50 To remove doublets from the dataset, an unsupervised approach

was used with the scDBlFinder package (v1.4.0). Finally, the cleaned data was analysed using Seurat (v4.1.0) in R (v4.0.4).50

The remaining 4117 and 4750 cells of HAMS and HAMSAB, respectively, were normalized using the SCTransform function with the top

1,000 variable features. This function returns the Pearson residuals from regularized negative binomial regression.51 After normalization,

the dimensions were reduced by Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection (UMAP). In

UMAP, each dot represents a cell positioned based on its PCA values. The above steps were carried out separately for the HAMS-control

diet and HAMSAB diet, and thenmerged into a single dataset using themerge function from Seurat. Clusters were annotated in a supervised

manner based on cell signature markers in the literature. Further bioinformatic analysis was then performed on the merged dataset.

To perform in-depth analysis of separate cell types, the corresponding cluster was selected in a subset to compare gene expression and

elucidate subclusters. For subclustering analysis, an unsupervised re-clustering approach was followed. The corresponding cell type cluster

was subset from the entire dataset using the subset function from Seurat. To determine on the number of PCs required for PCA computation,

the maxLikGlobalDimEst function was run using the IntrinsicDimension package (v1.2.0). The cluster package (v2.1.1) was then used to

compute silhouette information according to a given clustering in k clusters and to decide the significant resolution to apply in UMAP.

Differential gene expression was performed for the subclusters using the FindAllMarkers function with default parameters in the standard

Seurat pipeline. The top 10 genes obtained using theWilcoxon rank-sum test are presented in dot, violin, or feature plots per cluster. Volcano

plots, bar charts, and pie charts were generated using Prism software (GraphPad Software 9, La Jolla, CA). To map the proliferation profile of

cells, the CellCycleScoring functionwas run using a list of cell cyclemarkers for G2Mand S phases, which are preloaded in the Seurat package.

Single-cell RNA sequencing was performed on FACS-sorted immune cells in isolated islets fromNODmice, 4–12mice per sample, at ages

of 4 (infiltration), 8 (amplification) and 15 weeks (destruction).14 This dataset can be found in the Gene Expression Omnibus database with

accession number GSE141786. We normalised the datasets, and 2000 anchor features were used by CCA for integration to generate unsu-

pervised UMAP plots.52 The endothelial cells were removed from the comparison. The combined UMAP plot was used to compare Macro-

phages, T cells, cDC, b cells, a cells, d cells and pDC.

To assess the interactions between ligand and receptor molecules, CellPhoneDB was used for cell communication analysis.19 The input

data was extracted and generated according to the documentation of CellPhoneDB. The mouse gene names were converted to human

gene names prior to analysis using biomaRt. Significant mean and cell communication statistics (p-value < 0.05) were calculated based on

the interaction and the normalised cell matrix achieved by Seurat normalisation. The dot plot was generated for all integrations between im-

mune and endocrine cells for HAMS and HAMSAB displaying statistically significant results.

Rank-Rank Hypergeometric Overlap (RRHO) analysis of b cells was used to compare the HAMS diet to differential expressed genes in type

1 diabetic patients26 as described previously.29

Histology and immunofluorescence

Mouse pancreata were fixed with formalin and embedded in paraffin, cut into 5 mm sections, and stained with haematoxylin and eosin. The

stained slides were scanned with NanoZoomer Digital Pathology (Hamamatsu Photonics, Shizuoka, Japan; version SQ 1.0.9) at an original

magnification of 403 and observed as well as graded by 3 double-blind reviewers. The 4 degrees of insulitis were judged according to

the following criteria: Score 1, no visible islet infiltration, good islet morphology (round-shaped); Score 2, minor islet infiltration (<25%), pre-

served morphology; Score 3, major islet infiltration (>25%), preserved or slightly altered morphology; Score 4, islet completely infiltrated,

altered islet morphology.
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Parafilm sections were prepared for confocal microscopy as described previously.30 Immunoblotting was performed using antibodies

specified in the key resources table. The islets were imaged on Scanning Resonant AX-R Confocal microscope (Nikon Europe B.V., Am-

stelveen, The Netherlands) and processed using ImageJ� software (Version: 2.3.0/1.53q). The intensities were measured with the NIS-

Element Confocal software (Nikon Europe B.V.). The fraction of cells expressing insulin was measured by immunofluorescence staining as

previously described.29,30
Flow cytometry analysis

Single-cell suspensions of pancreatic lymph nodes (PLN) and the pancreas of HAMS- and HAMSAB-fed animals at 30 weeks of age were

prepared as described.53 Briefly, contaminating erythrocytes were removed from the dissociated single cells from PLN and the pancreas

by incubating with red blood cell lysis buffer. Cells were subsequently stained with fluorophore-conjugated antibodies against the following

molecules for Treg cells: CD3 (145-2C11), CD4 (GK1.5), CD8a (53-6.7), CD25 (PC61.5), and Foxp3 (FJK-16s). Cells were also stained with fluo-

rophore-conjugated antibodies against the followingmolecules for activated T cells: CD3 (145-2C11), CD4 (GK1.5), CD8a (53-6.7), CD44 (IM7),

and CD62L (MEL-14) (eBiosciences, Santa Clara, CA). Cells were then washed and acquired on a FACSCanto� flow cytometer with FACSDiva

software (BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ). Data was exported as fcs files and analysed using FlowJo_v10.8.0 (BD Biosciences). Dead cells

and doublets were excluded from the analysis.
Real-time PCR and Western blotting

Quantitative real-time PCR was performed using Bio-Rad CFX96 machine (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA) and SYBR Green reagent

(Bio-Rad Laboratories). b-actin and/or GAPDH were used as internal controls. Probe and primer details are provided in key resources table

and Table S2.

Immunoblotting was performed using antibodies specified the key resources table. Protein samples were collected in cell lysis buffer for

western blot (Cell Signaling, Danvers, MA) and equivalent quantities of proteins were resolved by 12% SDS-PAGE and immunoblotted as

indicated.29 All blots were quantified using ImageJ2. Intensity values of the protein bands were normalized by the values of housekeeping

protein GAPDH.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

The results are presented as the mean G standard error of the mean (SEM). Student’s t-test was used for comparisons between the two

groups. Differences among groups were assessed by two-way ANOVA or repeated-measures ANOVA. Statistical analyses were performed

using Prism software (GraphPad Software). Sample size was predetermined based on the variability observed in prior experiments and on

preliminary data. All experiments requiring the use of animals or animals to derive cells were subject to randomization based on litter.
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